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Abstract 

Several recent articles stress that enough research has not been devoted to the performance 

management of expatriates. The cost of an expatriate is two to three times higher than the cost 

of a local employee. Therefore it is important to ensure that the investment made is returned 

to the company. Hence, this study aims to investigate how MNC’s evaluate their expatriates. 

By interviewing expatriate managers in four Swedish MNC’s we came to the conclusion that 

companies tend to rely much on informal measurements to evaluate expatriates whereas using 

formal measurements of hard criteria was done in the same way as for all employees. Our 

findings suggest that companies, in order to get the most out of their expatriates, ought to put 

more emphasis on the selection process and the repatriation process.  
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1. Introduction 

The growing rate of globalization has sparked an intensified demand for international human 

resource strategies for multinational corporations (MNCs) (Selmer, 1995). Having globally 

competent employees is hence a vital competitive weapon in a firm’s internationalization 

process (Ibid). When Black and Gregersen (1999) studied 750 North American, European and 

Japanese companies, they found that nearly 80 percent of large and mid-size companies had 

employees located abroad, and 45 percent of those planned to increase the number in the 

future. This development poses both financial and non-financial challenges for human 

resource management departments of MNCs (Selmer, 1995). When international assignments 

last for more than one year, but are still not permanent relocations, the assignees are known as 

expatriates. The average length of an expatriate assignment is 2.7 years (Halcrow, 1999), and 

the reasons why companies use this type of contracts are for example to facilitate transfer of 

knowledge, developing the expatriate’s managerial skills, or filling a position when no 

appropriate candidates are found in the host country (Edström & Galbraith, 1977). 

Although companies seem to be in agreement regarding the necessity of utilizing expatriates 

(McNulty et al, 2009), the phenomenon is far from unproblematic. For example, expatriates 

are associated with high costs for the company. Black and Gregersen (1999) state that 

expatriates usually cost two to three times more than they would in a similar position in the 

home country. With these high costs in mind, it is extra troublesome for the company if an 

expatriate assignment fails. Reasons for expatriate failure are for example internal corporate 

politics, cultural differences and concerns related to the expatriate’s family (Halcrow, 1999). 

In the literature, expatriate failure is traditionally defined as the expatriate returning home 

prematurely, without completing the assignment (see for example Forster, 1997; Naumann, 

1993). Another problem for international firms is expatriate turnover, that is, when expatriates 

leave the company shortly after repatriation to perhaps join a competitor instead (Black & 

Gregersen, 1999). This is of great concern for managers, since it implies a loss of return on 

investment for the firms. Moreover, Halcrow (1999) argues that a clear definition of what is 

expected of the expatriate greatly enhances the probability of completing the assignment in a 

successful manner. However, goal definition is described as a problematic issue, as there in 

many cases exists a gap between the general business purpose and the specific objectives set 

for the international assignment (Ibid). 
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Although the literature provides an extensive discussion of expatriate failure and how to avoid 

it, empirical research made on methods concerning how the actual evaluation of expatriate 

performance is done in practice is not very well covered by the literature (Berthoin Antal, 

2011). A question that arises is thus how managers go about measuring expatriate success. 

For example, Black et al (1992) discuss turnover versus performance. Still, they do not 

specify how performance is measured. According to McNulty et al (2009), the return on 

investment (ROI) of expatriates is rarely measured at all, at least not in a formal way. As 

Berthoin Antal (2001, p. 26) puts it, “the gap between human resource literature and 

management practice remains wide”. Moreover, the literature tends to be skewed towards an 

American perspective (Harzing, 1995; Halcrow, 1999), and the theories might consequently 

not be applicable to other countries. Research by Nilsson and Kald (2002) showed that North-

American firms tended to focus on more financial measurements whereas both financial and 

non-financial measures were common means of assessing performance in Nordic countries 

such as Sweden.  

 

Based on the challenge of measuring if the value invested in expatriates is recaptured, this 

study aims to explore expatriate evaluation systems in Swedish-based MNCs. We will 

investigate how formal or informal assessment processes are used as well as reasons and 

problems related to the possible lack of such. Hopefully, the results of this study will be of 

use for practitioners by serving as inspiration for Swedish MNCs’ evaluation processes in the 

future. Since it has been suggested that expatriate performance assessment is a rather fuzzy 

topic, our expectation is that the results of the study will contribute to the theoretical field by 

providing insights into a few companies’ real practices. In addition, we hope the conclusions 

drawn from this study will be able to motivate more extensive and, in our eyes, much needed 

research in the particular field. 

 

The next section contains our theoretical framework followed by a description of the research 

method. The results will then be and analyzed and subsequently summarized in a conclusion. 

Finally, a discussion of the findings will be presented, followed by recommendations to 

managers as well as implications for future research. 
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2. Theoretical framework 

2.1. Human Resources and Performance Management 
According to Delery and Doty (1996), the field of human resource management (HRM) has 

shifted dramatically since the eighties, from a narrow and analytic focus on the firm to a 

broader and more strategic perspective where HRM is regarded as directly related to 

organizational performance. Performance management is an organizational system which can 

contain several aspects of employee performance (Hellqvist, 2011). Examples of strategic 

human resource practices associated with performance management are for example formal 

training systems and appraisal measures (Russ-Eft & Preskill, 2005). 

 

Establishing criteria for the performance improvement is an important task for all managers 

(Fisher, 2008). Without reliable measurements, it is hard to determine whether a certain 

project was worthwhile and, consequently, most managers rely on some sort of performance 

reporting (Ibid). Data received from such evaluation can be used to make minor adjustments 

as well as totally change the process that is evaluated (Russ-Eft & Preskill, 2005), which 

implies that choosing criteria for employee performance evaluation is a delicate matter for 

managers.  

 

2.2. Appraisal systems 
One frequently used tool for performance management is performance appraisal, which refers 

to an evaluation system for managing organizational performance or the performance of an 

individual or both (Hellqvist, 2011). An appraisal system can be used to assess both 

organizational and individual performance and can for instance take the form of a 

standardized template, like for example Kaplan and Norton's (1996) balanced scorecard. 

Organizations of all sizes spend both time and financial resources on trying to develop 

efficient performance appraisals (Clausen et al, 2008). According to Milkovich et al (1991), 

the objectives of using performance appraisal are to create measures for an individual’s 

performance and to create evaluation systems that will advance firms’ operational functions. 

An effective appraisal system should evaluate the staff by outlining the employee’s 

responsibilities and contributions to the organization (Ibid) and at the same time motivate the 

employee (Russ-Eft & Preskill, 2005). In contrast, when it comes to performance appraisals in 

general, a survey-based study by Clausen et al (2008) showed that employees seldom found 
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assessment systems effective. Discontent with for example the fairness of the appraisals could 

lead to apathy or turnover (Ibid). It is logical to believe that performance evaluation will be 

related to for example promotion decisions, yet, the surveys showed that the respondents did 

not perceive the two to be linked (Ibid). In brief, although difficult to construct in an effective 

way, appraisal systems are important performance management tools.  

 

2.3. Expatriate Performance Management 
When it comes to expatriates, performance management is increasingly important as firms 

become more internationalized (Fee et al, 2011). However, several recent articles (Fee et al, 

2011; Hellqvist, 2011; Harvey et al, 2011) stress that enough research has not been devoted to 

the performance management of expatriates, especially when it comes to the relationship 

between the management strategy of the MNCs and their policies and practices regarding 

expatriate evaluation (Caligiuri & Colakoglu, 2007). In a quantitative study conducted by 

Caligiuri and Colakoglu in 2007, no evidence was found for an alignment between 

management strategy and human resources strategy implementation in the case of expatriates 

(Ibid). They concluded that “Researchers and practitioners alike will need to better understand 

how to maximize performance and development of this critical human resource and how to 

integrate expatriates into an overall [human resources] strategy” (Caligiuri & Colakoglu, 

2007, p. 405). In addition, Hellqvist (2011) emphasizes that the performance evaluation of 

expatriates is much more complicated than that of domestic employees due to both 

geographic and cultural distance. 

 

Although research indicates that the importance of expatriate performance management is 

increasingly evident (Fee et al, 2011), there is still a gap between formal HR evaluation 

strategies and how firms assess expatriates in practice (Caligiuri & Colakoglu, 2007). For 

example, a survey-based study by McNulty et al (2009) investigating 51 global firms, showed 

that none of the interviewed managers stated that they were using a formal way of measuring 

return on investment for expatriates. The reason was that few had been able to develop an 

appropriate measure, and instead some informal measures of success were commonly used 

(McNulty et al, 2009). Also, Gregersen et al (1996) hypothesized that customized appraisal 

forms should be perceived as more accurate. However the results of their study showed the 

opposite and the authors mention lack of clear baselines as one reason for the negative 

relationship (Ibid). 
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2.4. Expatriate Performance Appraisals 
Because of the complex nature of performance evaluation in a global context, expatriate 

performance appraisal systems are an important tool when it comes to managing MNCs 

(Martin & Bartol, 2003; Fee et al, 2011). Brewster et al (2005) claim that companies that 

succeed with global integration tend to have the support of global human resource systems, 

such as performance appraisals. According to Hellqvist (2011), measuring performance in a 

global environment is nevertheless far from easy. Drawing on work by Evans et al (2002;  

cited in Hellqvist, 2011), Hellqvist underlines further that deciding what good performance 

actually is, as well as how low performance should be dealt with, can be problematic for 

operating managers since the appropriate answers and solutions may vary tremendously in 

different cultures. Gregersen et al (1995) give an example of how a US manager in Chile used 

negotiation to avoid a strike which would have been very costly as the entire production 

would have stopped. As a result, the production was still running, so the huge costs of a strike 

were avoided, although the demand for the firm’s products decreased for a period of time. For 

the latter reason, the manager’s performance was evaluated as low since the fact that strikes 

are very common in Chile was not taken into consideration by his superiors. This example 

shows that if the performance appraisal just uses the same measures as for domestic 

employees and does not take cultural factors and national characteristics into consideration, 

the result of the evaluation will be inadequate. Despite the evidence suggesting that 

performance appraisals need to be different when it comes to expatriates, Gregersen et al 

(1996) find that, although often meticulously designed, the appraisal systems that are used in 

practice are alarmingly often too static. 

 

Martin and Bartol (2003) conclude that in order to enhance expatriate performance appraisal 

systems, the organization needs to look into specific criteria such as the performance 

expectations, the fairness of the evaluation and the career development of the expatriate. 

Nevertheless, the authors also stress that there is a need for a better understanding of what 

makes a good expatriate performance appraisal system (Ibid). 

 

2.5. Formal and informal evaluation 
As we have previously touched upon, evaluation can take place in either more formal or 

informal ways. Examples of evaluation processes that are more formal are routine assessment 

practices such as for example annual oral appraisals or documentation of monetary results or 
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other 'objective' measures of success. More informal evaluation methods can be for example 

letting the returned expatriate hold a presentation for the colleagues (McNulty et al, 2009) or 

discussing the assignment more sporadically with a mentor (Fee et al, 2011).  

Performance appraisal is often divided into hard and soft appraisal (Gregersen et al, 1996; Fee 

et al, 2011; Hellqvist, 2011). Hard criteria are defined as measurements that are objective and 

outcome-based, for example measures of market share or profit (Gregersen et al, 1996). 

Companies can easily collect this type of information, evaluate it in a formal way and use it as 

a measurement of performance of business units as well as individual employees (Ibid). There 

is a tendency for companies to rely on hard criteria when it comes to employee performance 

evaluation, and also when comparing employees or departments with each other (Ibid). Soft 

criteria, on the other hand, are often based on interpersonal factors such as traits or 

relationships (Ibid).  

An expatriate’s adaptive capacity, ability to form a contact network in the new location and 

good relations with suppliers or authorities are a few examples of properties that can be vital 

when it comes to international context (Halcrow, 1997), but are difficult to measure 

quantitatively. A study by Fee et al (2011) illustrated that parent firms often use hard control 

mechanisms more than soft. This may have to do with the fact that soft criteria are difficult to 

measure in a fair way. Delery and Doty (1996) found that evaluation that was oriented 

towards hard criteria were poignantly related to strong financial performance. Still, using hard 

criteria may be futile when assessing the complicated and unique situation of an expatriate 

(Gregersen et al, 1996). In line with this thinking, Gregersen et al (1996) agree with Adler’s 

and Tung’s (1988; 1991, cited in Gregersen et al, 1996) conclusions that soft criteria are 

essential for expatriate success. 

2.6. Challenges when designing expatriate performance appraisals 
Gregersen et al (1996) point out that it can be very problematic to know what appropriate 

mixture of hard and soft criteria for evaluation to be used. The authors argue that it must also 

be clear who the expatriate should be compared to. It is not certain that there are other 

expatriates with similar tasks, and comparisons with locals or employees back in the home 

organization may not be adequate (Ibid).  

 

Moreover, evaluation may take place at different times. For example, Lund and Degen (2010) 
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argue in a study of Chinese expatriates that the selection process can in itself be regarded as a 

pre-evaluation of how the company believes the candidate will perform as an expatriate. For 

example, expatriates’ ability to adapt to a different culture is described as a crucial 

prerequisite for expatriate success (Collings et al, 2007; Varma et al, 2011), and it seems to be 

quite a common mistake to send employees abroad who are “capable but culturally illiterate” 

(Black & Gregersen, 1999, p. 58). An effective evaluation of potential expatriates minimizes 

the risk of selecting the wrong candidate (Lund & Degen, 2010). Similarly, post-assignment 

evaluation is not only necessary in order to avoid expatriate turnover (Black et al, 1992), but 

also to improve future expatriation assignments and HR strategies in general (Allen & 

Alvarez, 1998). Accordingly, Black et al (1992) argue that repatriation adjustment is equally 

important as expatriation adjustment. As Lund and Degen (2010) describe it, "Well-planned 

selection, preparation, support, and reintegration programs help to increase expatriates’ 

overall assignment effectiveness and avoid the high costs associated with expatriate failures" 

(p. 60). 

 

When an assignment is ongoing, the home organization must also decide how often expatriate 

performance evaluation should be carried out (Gregersen et al, 1996). Another issue is who 

should rate the expatriate (Ibid). Should there be one or more raters? Should the raters be 

supervisors from the home organization, who might not understand the contextual working 

conditions of the expatriate (like in the case of the manager in Chile), or local coworkers, who 

might not have a complete understanding of the organization’s goals? Tahvanainen (2000) 

also mentions problems with evaluation bias in a case where the performance of expatriates 

was evaluated by someone in a different country. In addition, the frequency of evaluation and 

contact with the raters is of relevance, since it can be hard to evaluate a five year assignment 

if the supervisor has not been able to oversee the whole process. In sum, Gregersen et al 

(1996) theorize that customized expatriation performance appraisal forms should lead to a 

more accurate evaluation. 

 

2.7. Constructing expatriate performance appraisal forms 
Gregersen et al (1995) propose the following recommendations when it comes to constructing 

effective expatriate performance appraisals: First of all, the strategic goals need to be 

articulated, and firms must identify how these goals should be evaluated, for example in terms 

of balancing hard and soft criteria. The purpose of the evaluation must also be clear to the 
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expatriate. It could for example be a foundation for promotion decisions, or a basis for future 

training and development, or a combination. Besides this, the frequency of the appraisal also 

needs to be decided upon. For instance, if the purpose is developmental a higher frequency 

may be ideal. Equally important is selecting the appropriate rater or raters among for example 

supervisors from the home organization, fellow or former expatriates, customers, suppliers 

and local nationals. Having only one rater entails bias, but having several might cause 

disagreement. Finally, Gregersen et al (1995) mean that customization in relation to the 

expatriate’s unique contextual situation is of great importance. Creating an effective 

customization of an appraisal is both costly and difficult to accomplish, yet the authors argue 

that the process is necessary in order to ensure positive returns on the investment of sending 

employees on international assignments (Ibid). 

 

As mentioned in the introduction, the aim of this study is to see how corporations evaluate if 

and how they recapture value that they have invested in their expatriates. This can be done 

using informal or formal expatriate evaluation methods before, during and after the 

international assignment. This is illustrated in table 1 below.  

Table 1: Evaluation of expatriate performance 

                          Evaluation method 

Evaluation period  

Formal Informal 

Pre-assignment evaluation   

Evaluation during assignment   

Post-assignment evaluation   

Source: Our own illustration 

We have chosen not to incorporate the different goals for expatriation in this illustration, since 

the goals mentioned by the theoretical framework are in practice seldom mutually exclusive.  

In the analysis, we hope to be able to fill out the blank boxes with information about 

companies' real practices. 
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3. Method 

3.1. Research design 
The purpose of our study is of an exploratory nature, which is why we have chosen to apply a 

qualitative method. The research method consists primarily of semi-structured interviews 

which were conducted with HR-managers from four Swedish-based MNCs from different 

industries. Saunders et al (2009) suggest that semi-structured interviews are appropriate when 

the goal is to gain deeper insights into a specific and perhaps previously unexplored topic.  

 

3.2. Sample 
The four companies that participated in our study were selected with respect to the fact that 

they operate in several countries and on different continents and can therefore be classified as 

MNCs. Another criterion was that the company had a head quarter in Sweden and that it had a 

number of expatriates. In our search for respondents, we focused on companies that were 

large, in terms of turnover and number of employees, and well established, in terms of having 

been present on the market for several decades. The reason for this was that we believe such 

companies have more pronounced HR strategies regarding their expatriates. The selected 

companies are from different sectors which we believe is suitable for our study, since MNC's 

might have similar goals with expatriation and the expatriation process should not differ 

greatly depending on in which industry the company operates.  

 

3.3. The respondents 
A total of five interviews were held with the following respondents: 

Torild Melki works as Expatriate Manager at DeLaval International AB, a supplier of 

equipment and services to dairy farmers (Melki, 2011). She has been on her current post for 

four and a half years, and has 20 years of experience working with international assignments 

at Electrolux and Ericsson (Ibid). Her work includes taking care of all DeLaval's expatriates, 

both in- and outbound from Sweden and between other countries. The origin of DeLaval, 

which is part of the Tetra Laval Group, stems back to when the milk-cream separator was 

invented about 130 years ago (Ibid).  
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Tomas Sjulander is Head of International Assignments at Stora Enso. Stora Enso is in the 

wood products, paper and packaging industry (Sjulander, 2011). Tomas Sjulander’s work 

includes all the operational issues regarding the expatriation process (Ibid). The company was 

created through a merger between the Swedish company Stora Kopparberg and the Finnish 

company Enso. Stora Kopparberg origins from 1288 and Enso was founded in 1888 (Ibid).  

Jonna Weinelid-Forss works with Strategic Workforce Management at SKF Sweden. Her 

previous post was Human Resources Director SKF Sweden, and when the interview was 

conducted she was also temporarily covering this post (Weinelid-Forss, 2011). SKF is a 

leading global supplier of rolling bearings, seals, mechatronics and lubrication systems which 

was founded in 1907 (Ibid).   

Lina Sandelin recently (July, 2011) acquired the post as Global HR Manager at one of SKF 

Sweden's business areas (Sandelin, 2011). Before that, she worked as International 

Assignment Expert for the Swedish division for three years (Ibid). The latter position included 

operative responsibility for the entire expatriate process, both inbound and outbound from 

Sweden. Some of her duties were taking care of relocation, migration, salaries and providing 

support in other practical issues (Ibid).  

Katarina Bohlin works as Talent Management Responsible at IKEA within the global HR 

department (Bohlin, 2011). She has had this position for one year, and her role includes 

coordinating, developing and leading the succession and talent management initiatives and 

actions for the IKEA Group (Ibid). She has 16 years of experience working as a manager at 

several different departments within the company, including five years as an expatriate in 

Australia (Ibid). IKEA is a producer of home products and ready-to-assemble furniture which 

was founded in 1943.  

A summary of basic information about the participating firms is provided in table 2 below. 
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Source: Our own illustration 
 

As illustrated in table 2, the number of expatriates ranges between 45 and 1000. The 

companies have operational units in between 25 and 43 countries. 

 

                                                
1 Melki, 2011 
2 Sjulander, 2011 
3 SKF's webpage, 2011 
4 IKEA's webpage, 2011 
5 Melki, 2011 
6 Sjulander, 2011 
7 Weinelid-Forss, 2011 
8 Bohlin, 2011 
9 Melki, 2011 
10 Stora Enso's Annual report, 2010 
11 SKF's webpage, 2011 
12 IKEA's webpage, 2011 
13 Melki, 2011 
14 Sjulander, 2011 
15 Weinelid-Forss, 2011 
16 Bohlin, 2011 
17 DeLaval’s webpage, 2011 
18 Stora Enso’s webpage, 2011 
19 SKF’s webpage, 2011 (Converted from SEK using the 31/12 2010 exchange rate)  
20 IKEA's webpage, 2011 

Table 2: Facts about the participating companies  

Company DeLaval Stora Enso  SKF  IKEA 

Respondent(s) Torild Melki Tomas 
Sjulander 

Jonna 
Weinelid-Forss, 
Lina Sandelin 

Katarina Bohlin 

Number of employees 44001 30 0002 44 0003 123 0004 

Number of expatriates 455 606 2007 10008 

Number of countries with 
operational units present 

439 3510 3211 2512 

Average length of 
expatriate assignment  

3 years13 3 years14 3 years15 3-4 years16 

Annual turnover 2010 805 million 

EUR17 

10 billion  

EUR18  

7 million 

EUR19 

22 billion 

EUR20 
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3.4. Data collection 
Primary data was, as previously mentioned, collected through interviews. However, the 

interview topics and questions were based on a theoretical foundation consisting of secondary 

data from different research articles on adjacent topics. Below follows a description on how 

the interviews were conducted. 

 

A total of five interviews were held at four participating companies. Single respondent 

interviews were held at DeLaval, Stora Enso and IKEA. At SKF Sweden two interviews were 

held, since the first respondent indicated that a colleague of hers would be able to answer 

some of the questions more satisfactorily. This second interview was of a more 

complementary nature and was conducted via email since the respondent requested this. The 

interviews with Torild Melki at DeLaval and Tomas Sjulander at Stora Enso were conducted 

face-to-face in Stockholm at their respective head quarter. Both interviewers were present, 

one with the primary task of asking questions and the other taking notes and preparing follow 

up questions. The interviews with Jonna Weinelid-Forss at SKF Sweden and Katarina Bohlin 

at IKEA were conducted using the internet call service Skype, allowing both interviewers to 

take part in the telephone conversation. This was due to the fact that the companies’ head 

quarters were located in Gothenburg and Helsingborg respectively. The oral interviews, 

which lasted for approximately 30 minutes to one hour, were semi-structured (see appendix 1 

and 2 for the interview guide), which allowed us to have general themes and a list of 

questions, but still keeping the interview open and enabling supplementary questions when 

needed. This structure is appropriate when doing an exploratory study, allowing the 

respondents to answer in a more open way (Saunders et al, 2009). We were also able to 

change the questions from one interview to another when necessary. The email interview 

consisted of 10 selected questions (see appendix 3 and 4) from the general interview guide 

which could not be answered entirely by the first respondent at that same company. For all the 

interviews, a list of themes based on the interview questions was e-mailed to the respondent a 

few days prior to the interview. Anonymity was offered since this could help the participants 

to speak more freely, yet all respondents declined.  

 

All oral interviews were digitally recorded with the permission of the interviewees. This 

helped us to focus on the replies and to participate better in the conversation. As mentioned, 

one of us also took notes, which according to Saunders et al (2009) is important in order to 
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document facial expression, gestures (when doing the face-to-face interviews) and tone of 

voice. The interviews were transcribed immediately. Saunders et al (2009) postulate that this 

needs to be done directly after the interview when the interview is still fresh in mind. 

 

3.5. Operationalization of the theoretical framework 
The theoretical framework was divided into different themes. These themes were: firm 

strategy and expatriation objectives, processes before, during and after the international 

assignment, choice of raters, financial costs versus return on expatriation, making use of 

evaluations, strengths and weaknesses of evaluation systems, formal versus informal 

evaluation, oral versus written evaluation and possible future improvements of expatriate 

evaluation systems. The themes were used as a starting point for the questions, for the 

complete interview guide, see appendices 1 to 4.  

3.6. Limitations 
We recognize that the study would have benefited from a larger sample, but due to the limited 

time frame for the essay and problems related to access, this was not possible. According to 

Saunders et al, (2009) companies have different reasons for not participating in research, such 

as sensitive research topics, a lack of belief that their participation will be purposeful for 

them, or doubt of the authors’ competence and credibility. When it comes to our research 

topic, reasons for deciding against participation can be all of the above, as well as managers’ 

lack of time to partake in an interview. 15 companies were asked to participate and those who 

answered our request but declined to participate indicated lack of time due to reorganization 

of expatriate programs as the main reason.  

 

As mentioned in the introduction, the objective of this study is not to render generalizations, 

but instead to provide insights into how expatriate performance can be handled in MNCs in 

practice. This was motivated by the fact that there are few qualitative studies done on the 

subject, and although a vast amount of literature treats evaluation methods theoretically the 

findings do not seem to correspond to management policies in practice (Berthoin Antal, 

2001).  
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In qualitative research, there is always a risk of researcher bias when it comes to interpreting 

the results, which could affect the reliability of the conclusions (Saunders et al, 2009). In our 

case, this risk is made more apparent as the interviews were held in Swedish, meaning that 

our translations of their answers to English run the risk of being subjective. In order to 

minimize this risk, we carefully discussed the words we chose to use, especially where the 

answers could be regarded as ambiguous. The interview questions are attached both in 

Swedish and English in order to facilitate replication (See appendices 1-4). In addition, 

interpretation issues are of even bigger concern when it comes to telephone and email 

interviews. For example, it is harder to achieve personal contact and confidence, and non-

verbal communication such as facial expressions is omitted (Saunders et al, 2009). All 

interviewees were sent a copy of the essay prior to the publication in order to ensure that they 

had been cited correctly. Furthermore, the validity of the research can be discussed. For 

example, when conducting interviews, one can never be sure that the questions asked are 

relevant and adequately formulated or if other questions would have rendered more 

informative answers. In order to avoid this, we tried to formulate the questions as openly as 

possible. The fact that most interviews were based on single-source data creates bias since the 

answers could be subjective. Still, all respondents could be looked upon as international 

assignment experts at their respective company and were the ones that we were recommended 

to talk to when we contacted the companies. 

4. Results and Analysis  

4.1. Objectives of using expatriates and related problems 
According to Edström and Galbraith (1977), reasons why companies use expatriates are to 

transfer knowledge, develop the individual's skills and/or fill a position when no other 

candidate is found. Interviewees from all four companies specifically mentioned all these 

goals. The most emphasis was put on transferring corporate know-how and developing 

managerial skills. For example, Stora Enso had documented official goals such as to “transfer 

expertise and Stora Enso know-how including training of local replacement” (Sjulander, 

2011) and Weinelid-Forss (2011) expressed the need of sending "SKF:ified" (sic) leaders to 

new markets. It is commonly a case of a “critical business need” that forces the company to 

send an expatriate to a certain project or country (Melki, 2011). Similarly, Bohlin (2011) 

explained that "when we do not have the local knowledge or experience needed for the task, 
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we transfer competencies between different parts of IKEA". Yet, the utilization of expatriates 

is costly. Three of the four respondents estimated that the cost of an expatriate is two to three 

times higher than for a local employee, which is in line with Black and Gregersen's (1999) 

estimation. With that in mind, it is important to make sure that the expatriates are taken care 

of in the best way possible in order to avoid expatriate failure or turnover. Sjulander (2011) 

summarized this by saying that “this topic can be very complicated to work with; it is one of 

the areas most exposed to criticism in the HR field, really. Too much can go wrong, 

unfortunately, so you have to be very careful in everything you do”. 

4.2. The use of informal and formal evaluation measurements 
Formal performance evaluation systems especially adjusted to expatriates were non-existent 

among all the participating companies, despite the fact that Gregersen et al (1995) saw 

customization as a vital aspect of expatriate performance evaluation. In accordance with 

McNulty et al’s (2009) results, none of the companies in our study measured hard criteria 

such as financial ROI in a formal way to evaluate expatriate success, although Melki (2011) 

pointed out that she had “pondered it a lot” and that “many are thinking about it in those 

terms”. Sjulander (2011) recalled that such measurements had not been used at Ericsson 

either. This was further confirmed by Melki (2011) who, based on her previous working 

experience, stated that ”in earlier days expatriates were often forgotten by their home units 

while abroad, which made it more difficult to find suitable jobs for them when coming back”. 

When asked why expatriates were not assessed in terms of hard criteria in a formalized way, 

the interviewees explained that it is “hard” (Weinelid-Forss, 2011), “incredibly hard” 

(Sjulander, 2011) and that “there are no good measurement tools” (Melki, 2011). On a similar 

topic, Sandelin (2011) said that “SKF Sweden is very aware that we have no process to take 

care of expatriates and their experiences [and] opinions in a good way”. Bohlin (2011) meant 

that one indication that the assignment is successful is that "the individual is doing well, and 

feels that [the international assingment] is good for their own development. So there are two 

sides to it: it is not just what the company needs". Both Melki and Sjulander (2011) indicated 

that the best way to determine retrospectively whether the expatriates had been successful or 

not in completing their assignments was to look at the next step in their career, that is “what 

job they get” (Melki, 2011) afterwards or “how fast they get back into the job again” 

(Sjulander, 2011). In short, our results seem to confirm McNulty et al’s (2009) conclusion 
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that inability to construct an appropriate measurement of hard criteria was one main reason 

for the lack of such.  

Another reason that emerged was that the companies did not regard such measurement to be 

necessary. Instead, more informal judgments of expatriate success seemed to be common. 

Weinelid-Forss (2011) described that measuring expatriate success is “more of an estimation 

that is made”. She pointed out that “it often feels worthwhile, despite the costs” and that SKF 

Sweden focused more on if the person “is the right person for the position” rather than 

evaluating him or her “as an expat[riate]”, since they “believe that the person has such 

expertise that it is worth taking him here anyway” (Ibid). Melki (2011) agreed that “the costs 

are necessary in order to move forward when there is no local who can do the job” and 

described that they make a cost calculation from which “the managers get to decide if it is 

worth it or not”. Sjulander (2011) stated that the value lies more in finding the right candidate 

from the start.  

When it comes to regular follow-up, none of the companies had any formal performance 

evaluation methods specifically used on expatriates. Instead, the participants described that 

annual appraisals and bonus programs were used to see if the employees reached their 

individually set-up goals.  

At DeLaval, a Management Planning and Development (MPD) program was used as a 

database, where competences such as for example language proficiency and previous work 

experience is stored and accessible to the HR department (Melki, 2011). The employee’s 

MPD is updated every year in combination with an oral appraisal with a manager, where both 

the employee and the manager get to rate the employee’s performance in terms of 

“corporation skills, ability to deliver results and such” (Ibid). Melki (2011) mentioned that 

this is “also a chance for the expatriates to ventilate if there is something they are dissatisfied 

with and so on”. In addition, she noted that “in principle, all expatriates are part of our bonus 

program”, where the individuals’ goals are set and then evaluated using a balanced scorecard 

(Ibid).  

Similarly, Weinelid-Forss (2011) pointed out that SKF Sweden had very recently 

implemented a performance assessment measurement program in which “you and your 

manager set a goal together, and then both you and the manager assess how it is going on a 

semi-annual basis. At the end of the year, you measure if you have reached or exceeded your 

goal”. The goals set are “operative business goals”, and the outcome of the assessment is, just 
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like in the case of DeLaval’s MPD program, documented in a database to which managers 

and HR people have access (Weinelid-Forss, 2011). A performance based bonus program is 

also used at Stora Enso, where “individual goals, perhaps financial goals”, are evaluated 

(Sjulander, 2011).  

At IKEA, all expatriates get a job description that is referred to as a "competence profile" 

which includes expectations regarding the outcome of the assignment (Bohlin, 2011). The 

expatriate's performance is evaluated based on "how the person delivers in comparison with 

the competence profile". Formal evaluation is conducted through annual "oral appraisal and 

follow-up", and "it is the same whether you are a local or a transferred employee" (Ibid). In 

addition, Bohlin (2011) claimed that "expectations regarding performance are higher on 

expatriates than on local employees". 

Essentially, many of the respondents seemed to share Black and Gregersen's (1995) view that 

performance evaluation as a foundation for promotion decisions is an effective method. 

However, the formal evaluation criteria used were not different for expatriates compared to 

other employees. Still, different goals are set for different individuals and are naturally 

dependent on their specific assignments. Contextual factors are naturally of great influence 

when deciding these goals. Hence, we argue that this type of formal evaluation is still in a 

way oriented towards the unique situation of expatriates, since the expectations are different.  

4.3. Evaluation during an ongoing international assignment 
Soft criteria, such as an expatriate’s ability to adapt to a new culture, was assessed in a more 

informal way. Sjulander (2011) stated that he “travels around quite a lot, and meets 

everybody, essentially”. At IKEA, there is a mobility team that works with transferred 

employees and mobility, who "go out and meet the individuals several times a year and have 

interviews with them" in order to maintain "a good contact with the individuals" (Bohlin, 

2011). From her own experience as an expatriate, Bohlin (2011) recalled that the contact with 

her mobility team was "very informal and uncomplicated".  

In a similar fashion, Weinelid-Forss (2011) meant that there is a "flow of communication 

between the expatriates and a single-point contact”, that is, the country coordinator at SKF 

Sweden. However, she doubted that the performance of the expatriate is assessed in this way, 

since that communication is more aimed at improving practical issues regarding the 
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expatriation process in general (Ibid). Her colleague Sandelin (2011) confirmed that there is 

no formal or scheduled communication: "They contact us when they have questions".  Melki 

(2011) claimed that since DeLaval is “a rather small company”, the expatriates are generally 

known to the managers. She describes that she tries to talk to different managers as often as 

she can regarding “how things are going” for the expatriates, but she also points out that “this 

is all very informal” (Ibid).  

In essence, informal and sporadic follow-up of how the expatriate is doing was common in all 

the participating companies. All of the respondents pointed out that the objective with this 

informal contact was more related to practical issues regarding the expatriation process rather 

than evaluating the performance of the expatriate.  

4.4. The selection process  
One tool that most of our respondents regarded as important concerning expatriate evaluation 

is the selection process. Sjulander (2011) implied that Stora Enso spends a lot on different 

evaluation systems and programs, which generally focus on General Management Ability 

(GMA) factors, such as leadership skills. When it came to selection criteria customized for 

expatriates, Sjulander (2011) said "we try to incorporate a cultural aspect", but a standard 

policy for how to do this was not in practice. Web-based tools aiming at evaluating how 

someone's personality would "fit" in a chosen culture were mentioned, but also criticized for 

being "crude and prejudiced" and therefore not very reliable (Ibid). Instead, Sjulander (2011) 

highlighted interviews as a more trustworthy tool, but also argued that the GMA tests "often 

overlap these cultural issues" since they measure for example flexibility. Likewise, tests for 

individuals "that are believed to have a potential to grow" are also conducted at DeLaval 

(Melki, 2011). Their Assessment Development Program (ADP) is one tool which tests for 

example mathematical skills, capacity to handle stress and ability to speak in front of a group 

(Ibid). The ADP-test is a general test that all managers, not expatriates in particular, go 

through. However, Melki (2011) explained that there is an ongoing discussion in the Tetra 

Laval group regarding whether methods measuring candidates' suitability for expatriate 

assignments should be included in the expatriation process. Both Stora Enso and DeLaval 

based their decisions of whether a candidate is appropriate as an expatriate or not on a set of 

formal systems, however these systems were not yet very integrated nor standardized 

(Sjulander, 2011; Melki, 2011).  
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Once the candidate is selected, all companies offer preparation for the assignment, for 

example in terms of cultural training and language courses. How the cultural training is 

carried out varies between the companies, but also between different groups or individual 

expatriates. It can depend on "where you are going, what you have done before and what type 

of assignment you have" (Bohlin, 2011) but also on practical issues such as budget limitations 

(Sjulander, 2011). At Stora Enso, one example of cultural training was conference trips with 

culture coordinators and external consultants holding lectures and activities (Ibid). The 

expatriate was also offered travel to go to the country on a pre-visit, "an orientation tour, 

which means that you go to [the country] with your family and stay there for a week [...], and 

then decide if you are ready to sign" (Ibid). Three out of five respondents mentioned that the 

expatriates' accompanying spouses were also invited to take part of the intercultural training. 

In line with Lund and Degen's (2010) research, these findings confirm that evaluating if the 

candidates are sufficiently prepared for the new culture is one way of enhancing the 

probability of expatriate success.  

 

4.5. The repatriation process  
As previously mentioned, no formal evaluation of the expatriates' performance was conducted 

upon their return at the participating companies. As suggested in the theory, such evaluation 

of performance could be used to measure if the investment in an expatriate is returned to the 

company. Instead, the respondents highlighted that due to the difficulty of making such 

measurements, an alternative approach is focusing on having a good repatriation process and 

thus making sure that any outcome of the investment, such as gained knowledge, stays within 

the company.  

For example, all respondents agreed with Black et al's (1992) statement that the repatriation 

process is as important as expatriation adjustment. In Bohlin's (2011) words, "moving people 

out is often easier than moving them back". As mentioned in the introduction, one problem 

related to repatriation is turnover, that is, when an expatriate leaves the company shortly after 

the assignment is finished (Black and Gregersen, 1999). This is of course very costly for the 

companies since having someone on an international contract is an investment from the 

company's side, and all companies participating in our study underlined that this is still a 

problematic area. Melki (2011) stated that "in most cases they find suitable positions for 

returning expatriates, but it is sometimes a problem to coordinate the timing”. She explained 
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that repatriates handle this issue differently, some act calmly and accept working with 

different projects until the right job comes along, while others are stressed (Weinelid-Forss, 

2011). Usually this depends on whether the expatriate has previous experience of 

international assignment but personal factors also come into play (Ibid). In a similar vein, she 

meant that many expatriates do not pay enough attention to what will happen (Ibid) when they 

return because they are so excited for the new assignment lying ahead of them.  

Bohlin (2011) described that IKEA is "very good at sending out employees, but we can 

definitely improve when it comes to repatriation". Sjulander (2011) underlined that all 

companies he worked at before Stora Enso struggled with the repatriation issues since 

“problems always occur related to the return or transfer to a new assignment”. Sjulander’s 

(2011) approach to avoid such problems was to have a clear focus from the beginning of what 

is going to happen when the assignment ends. “We added a type of plan in our process 

template that we work with, that also the [expatriate's] manager must sign before they get to 

leave. We demand that there should be a plan for the individual's repatriation and a plan for 

the post that this expatriate has held” (Ibid). Bohlin (2011) describes that IKEA uses a shared 

"management and competence view process: we map out all employees - where they are and 

when their contracts end" and when an employee chooses to leave the company, "exit 

interviews" were held in order to find out the reasons for termination.  

At DeLaval, the expatriates come home a couple of months prior to the termination of the 

assignment on a pre-visit "to discuss the new job and arrange practical issues such as school 

and housing" (Melki, 2011). Melki (2011) also sat down with the expatriate after repatriation 

to discuss the expatriate process, regarding issues such as “how they have experienced it all, 

what has been positive, negative, something that they would have liked to be different or 

something we could have done differently”. In a similar fashion, Sjulander (2011) has a 

debriefing with returning expatriates where for example possible problems can be discussed. 

Sandelin (2011) described that during her last year as International Assignment Expert, SKF 

Sweden started to purchase a much appreciated "returning home support" from a Swedish 

relocation agent in order to facilitate repatriation for the Swedes.  

From this, we conclude that focusing on the repatriation process can partly be treated as a 

substitute to measuring expatriate performance, since the common objective of both 

approaches is to make sure that the investment made in an international assignment is 

recaptured by the home organization. Evidently, all participating respondents recognized the 
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importance of a well-functioning repatriation process and most of them had implemented 

some kind of system for this. However, many respondents implied that the methods used were 

far from perfect and that they were working on finding ways to improve them.  

   

4.6. Frequency of evaluation and choice of evaluators  
Gregersen et al (1996) stress that because of the expatriate’s unique situation it can be hard to 

determine who the most appropriate person to evaluate the expatriate is. Tahvanainen (2000) 

also underlines that there can be problems with evaluation bias when the evaluation is 

performed by a manager in a different country than the expatriate. All of our respondents said 

that it was the expatriate’s nearest manager that performed the evaluation of the operative 

goals, such as the individual’s personal goals but also hard financial goals regarding the 

expatriate’s performance. When asked through whom the contact with the home organization 

is kept for the expatriate, Sandelin (2011) answered that it differs: "Some have a strong 

contact with his former manager or former HR department at home. Some have developed 

good relations with the supervisor in the host country and talk primarily with them." Still, she 

explained that "sooner or later, however, the [International Assignment] expert in the home 

country or host country becomes involved. Perhaps initiated by the expatriates, or by his 

manager or HR" (Ibid). She concludes that "[t]here is no process for this within SKF Sweden, 

hence the individual differences" (Ibid). 

When it comes to frequency of evaluation, all companies made some sort of assessment of the 

expatriates regularly. Formal evaluation regarding whether employees had reached their 

individual goals or not were made about once a year at all participating companies and 

questionnaires aiming at improving the expatriate process were also conducted annually at 

DeLaval, IKEA and Stora Enso. During Sandelin's time as coordinator for the expatriates, no 

such questionnaire was used by SKF Sweden (Sandelin, 2011). 

4.7. Summary of the analysis 
In summary, formal evaluation of expatriate performance was conducted on a regular basis, 

using different systems that measured if the individual's goals were reached, and the results 

were often used as a foundation in a bonus program. Evaluation of the expatriation process in 

general was made through annual questionnaires at DeLaval, IKEA and Stora Enso, whereas 
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SKF Sweden had no such system implemented. One important measure of expatriate success 

was according to both Melki (2011) and Sjulander (2011) what position he or she acquired 

after returning. At all companies, the process was continually evaluated informally through 

sporadic contact between the expatriate and the home organization. One finding of this study 

is that the participants tended to emphasize the importance of the selection process and the 

repatriation process as means of, and sometimes even a substitute for, expatriate performance 

evaluation to a greater extent than has been explained in the literature described in the 

theoretical framework. Hence, we have added evaluation of the expatriation process as an 

additional dimension in the illustration described in the theory (table 1). 

Table 3: Different ways of evaluating the individual expatriate's performance in comparison 

with evaluation of the whole expatriation process 

Table 3: Evaluation of expatriate performance and of the expatriation process 

Type of evaluation Evaluation of expatriate 
performance 

Evaluation of the expatriation 
process 

Pre-assignment evaluation 
(Selection) 

Formal: Tests and interviews 

Informal: Knowing candidates 
in advance 

Formal: - 

Informal: - 

Evaluation during the 
assignment 

Formal: Annual evaluation of 
individual, operational goals 

Informal: -  

Formal: Annual questionnaires 

Informal: Sporadic contact and 
follow-up 

Post-assignment evaluation Formal: - 

Informal: Career development 

Formal: Questionnaire 

Informal: Debriefing 

Source: Our own illustration 

As illustrated in table 3, a mix of formal and informal processes was used to evaluate the 

expatriates’ performance before, during and after the assignment. Regarding the expatriate 

process the companies focused on evaluation during and after the assignment, using both 

formal and informal measurements. Bohlin (2011) underlined that "to provide opportunities 

for our employees to see the whole IKEA and create a wider knowledge of our business [...] is 

what generates positive benefits which they can then return back to the organization". So, 

improving the expatriation process as well as evaluating expatriate performance hopefully 

entails that the project is carried out successfully, but also that the individual expatriate gains 
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experience and managerial skills. If repatriation is successful, this knowledge can then be put 

to use in the organization and the investment made in the expatriate is thus returned.  

5. Conclusion 

In conclusion, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe's statement that "sowing is not as difficult as 

reaping" also holds true in the field of performance management, not least when it comes to 

retrieving the potential knowledge gained from investing in an expatriate. To meet this 

challenge, a considerable amount of literature in the field suggests that formal measurements 

of objective, hard criteria, such as financial measures, are key. The results of our study 

confirm that MNC's regard expatriate evaluation as important; however, the need to quantify 

these measures is questioned. The reasons for this are that companies seem to lack the 

knowledge of how to adequately construct such evaluation systems and seldom see quantified 

measures as a necessity. Instead, the subjects in our study tended to rely on more informal 

ways to judge success, such as post-repatriation acquired job position. It also became clear 

that evaluation of the whole expatriation process was seen as a means in trying to ensure 

positive returns from the international assignments. We argue that a way of compensating for 

the lack of formal assessment during the international assignment is to be extra thorough in 

the process of selecting the right candidate from the start as well as having effective strategies 

for repatriation. 

6. Discussion 

As stated in the introduction, Black and Gregersen (1999) theorize that the number of expats 

used by MNCs will increase in the future due to increasing globalization. Nevertheless, from 

the view of our respondents, we are given another picture. For instance, Sjulander (2011) 

postulated that one effect of globalization was that competence is spreading over the world, 

and the need for sending people from the home organization abroad will thus decrease as 

local competence can increasingly replace expatriates. It was also suggested that the approach 

to international assignments needs to be dynamic, since the group of expatriates existing at a 

company today is probably very different than ten years ago, for example in terms of their 

nationalities and backgrounds. 

Our results showed that all companies did not feel that expatriates need to be evaluated 

differently compared to local staff, which is contrary to Hellqvist's (2011) argument that 
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performance evaluation of expatriates is much more complicated than that of domestic 

employees. On one hand, Fee et al (2011) claim that performance management of expatriates 

is becoming more important and Gregersen et al (1996) maintain that customization is 

necessary for expatriate performance appraisal forms to be effective. On the other hand, some 

of our respondents suggested that the differences are more related to practical complications 

regarding the expatriate process as a whole, since an expatriate can be seen as any other 

employee who is hired from a different country.  

Hence, our study shows that the lack of formal evaluation of expatriate performance can be 

due to both lack of knowledge on how to construct appropriate measures, as well as a 

perception that, contrary to many theoretical findings, it is not necessary to use customized 

evaluation methods to assess expatriates; at least it is not a prioritized matter. Despite this, all 

respondents still felt that improvement of their systems could be made, but no one knew in 

what way. The fact that the companies tend to focus more on selecting the right candidate and 

preparing that candidate for the expatriation could be yet another reason to why they 

sometimes appear to neglect the evaluation part of the expatriate process.  

Despite the fact that many theorists portrayed formal measurements of hard criteria as 

essential for ensuring that the investment made in an expatriate is returned to the company, 

none of the participants in this study had customized such criteria to expatriates in a 

formalized way. As suggested in the analysis, not seeing the possible benefits of 

quantification was one of the reasons for this absence. It is presumable that this might be 

related to the fact that these possible advantages would only become visible in a long-term 

perspective, and the construction of an effective system might be neglected due to more short-

term oriented priorities. Another reason was failure to construct such quantitative measures in 

practice. Since it is our impression that none of the companies in the study had really tried to 

construct quantifiable measures of expatriate performance, the question is how difficult it is in 

practice as well as how effective and beneficial to the company such a system would really 

be.  

One option is to outsource some parts of the expatriation process to an external agent. SKF 

Sweden had, just a few months prior to the publication of this essay, started to change its 

approach to international contracts by outsourcing some functions in the expatriate process to 

a consultant agency. DeLaval had considered this idea as well, but Melki (2011) was skeptical 

since she believed the expatriates might prefer to talk to someone within the company. With 
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this in mind, we believe that outsourcing is an alternative that should at least be considered by 

companies who lack the knowledge on how to construct effective evaluation tools, assuming 

that such systems are in fact necessary. Perhaps the perceived effort needed to develop 

effective quantified evaluation systems outweighs the perceived possible benefits of such a 

system. Whether these perceptions are true or not, and whether outsourcing some functions of 

the expatriation process to external consultancies would be profitable remain interesting 

topics to be investigated in the future. 

6.1. Implications for managers and future research 
Based on the analysis and conclusions above, our recommendations to expatriate managers 

consist in, first, adjusting the evaluation so it fits expatriates even more in the selection 

process by for example formalizing the way of estimating the candidate's cultural adjustment 

ability. A second recommendation, which all of the participants touched upon but not all seem 

to have fully formalized, is to put more emphasis in the repatriation process right from the 

start, and also to continually focus on this throughout the international assignment, since 

taking advantage of the assignee's gained knowledge is so important for the organization. 

Thirdly and lastly, since many theorists highlight the benefits of having more formal 

measurements of hard criteria when it comes to expatriate performance evaluation, we 

encourage HR management to try to weigh this against the cost of constructing such a system.  

 

Finally, this study has rendered some suggestions for future research. One interesting topic 

that has emerged is how outsourcing parts of the expatriation process to external 

consultancies works. Another possible research area is the future of using international 

assignments as an HR strategy, considering Sjulander's (2011) statement that the need for 

expatriates is diminishing. Additionally, we call for more qualitative studies with larger 

samples on similar topics of that of this study, so that more generalizable conclusions can be 

drawn. 
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Appendix I 

Intervjuguide 
 
 

• Vi berättar om vårt syfte med studien.  
 
Önskas anonymitet? För Ditt namn eller företaget också? Arbetstitel? Arbetsområde? 
 
Under intervjuns gång har Du har möjlighet att ändra Dig, formulera om eller förtydliga Dina 
svar. Du kan även säga till om det är något Du sagt som Du inte vill att vi ska ta med i 
uppsatsen, så kommer vi att respektera det.  
Många frågor relaterar till varandra och att det därför tyvärr resultera i att det känns som att 
svaren blir upprepade ibland.  
Du får gärna avbryta oss eller säga till om en fråga är dåligt/konstigt formulerad eller inte 
passar i sammanhanget.  
Om Du vill tillägga något viktigt som Du tycker att vi utelämnat i våra frågor är vi bara 
tacksamma om Du tar upp det. 
Om Du vill avbryta intervjun eller ta en paus är det bara att säga till. 
 
 
FÖRETAGET OCH RESPONDENTEN 
 
Presentera företaget lite kort. 
 
Berätta om företagets internationella företaganden.  
 
Berätta om din position, vad är ditt jobb? Vad har Du för bakgrund? 
 
EXPATS – vad, varför? 
 
Berätta om ert expat-program. Hur många expats har ni ute? Vart i världen finns de? Hur 
länge har ni använt er av expats? Hur länge är de i genomsnitt borta?  
 
Hur ser processen med utlandsstationerade ut? Finns det typexempel? 
 
Hur ser ni på utlandsstationeringar?  

Är det en nödvändighet? 
Är det en konkurrensmedel? 
Om det är en viktig strategi, varför? 
Hur relaterar strategin att använda utlandsstationerade till företagets allmänna 

vision/mål? 
 
Vad har företaget för mål med utlandsstationeringar?  

Att personen ska utvecklas i sin arbetsroll?  
Att förenkla kunskapsöverföring mellan olika enheter?  
Att sprida organisationskulturen?  
Fylla positioner när lämpliga kandidater inte står att finna i värdlandet? 
Finns andra anledningar? 
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• Formuleras specifika mål för utlandsuppdraget i förväg?  
Relateras dessa till företagets affärsidé, business plan, HR-strategier? Hur? 

 
Vad händer när en utlandsstationerad kommer hem? 
 
Hur avgör ni om det har varit en lyckad utlandsstationering?  
 
Sker någon typ av formell utvärdering av den utlandsstationerade eller uppdragets 
genomförande? (Ja/Nej) 
 
Sker någon typ av informell utvärdering? (Ja/Nej) 
 
Sker utvärdering över huvud taget? (Ja/Nej) 
 
 
OM UTVÄRDERING SKER: 
 
Har ni några specifika metoder för att utvärdera era utlandsstationerade?  

Hur går ni till väga?  
 
 Vad är det som mäts/utvärderas? 
 Lönsamheten av uppdraget? 
 Utvecklingen av den utlandsstationerade?  
 Hur den utlandsstationerades nya kunskaper är till gagn för företaget? 
 Hur kunskapsöverföring underlättats?  
 Kontakter /nätverk som byggts upp? 
 Andra erfarenheter för organisationen? 
 En kombination? 
 Från företagets perspektiv som helhet eller på individ- eller projektnivå? 
 
Jämför ni för-och nackdelar med att ha en utlandsstationerad istället för en lokalt anställd? 
 
Hur ofta genomför ni utvärderingar? 
 Regelbundet eller ej? 
 
Vem/Vilka är det som genomför utvärderingen av expaten? 

Vilka är direkt eller indirekt involverade? 
  Är detta idealt? 
 Finns det några problem med detta? 
 
Vem jämförs den utlandsstationerade med (indirekt eller direkt) när hon/han utvärderas?  

Kollegor i hemorganisationen/ andra utlandsstationerade/ andra i värdlandet….. 
 
När ni genomför en utvärdering, skiljer den sig beroende på kontexten?  

Exempelvis beroende på vilken person som ska utvärderas, vilket land personen 
är i eller vilken position etc.  
 
Sker utvärdering formellt eller informellt?  

Eller både och? 
”Hur” formellt sker det? Kan Du ge exempel? 
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Vilka (om några) får ta del av utvärderingen? 
 Varför just de? 
 För/nackdelar 
 
Har företaget haft (andra) formella (eller informella) utvärderingsprocesser tidigare? 
 Varför finns det inte längre? 
 Vad var i så fall problematiskt med de gamla? 
 
 
OM FORMELL UTVÄRDERING SKER 
 
Hur sker utvärderingen? 
 Vilka mått används? 
 Är de rättvisa och tillförlitliga enligt Dig? 
 
Vilka är för- och nackdelarna med formella utvärderingssystem? 
 Finns det några problem? 
  
Hur används utvärderingarna av företaget? Leder resultaten/avvikelser till några förändringar? 
 
Vilka tar del av utvärderingarna? 
 
Från uppdragstagarens perspektiv, vad används utvärderingen till? 
Baserar ni exempelvis lönesamtal/bonusar/nya positioner på utvärderingar?  
 
 
OM FORMELL UTVÄRDERING INTE SKER  
(ELLER OM UTVÄRDERING INTE SKER ALLS):  
 
Vilka anledningar finns till att inte ha ett (formellt) utvärderingssystem?  

Är det nödvändigt att ha ett? 
Känner ni till några utvärderingsmetoder som skulle kunna passa? 

 
Vad finns det för problematik med att inte ha en (formell) utvärderingsprocess? 
 
Planerar ni att införa någon form av standardiserad utvärderingsmetod?  
Varför/varför inte? 
 
(Förutsatt att företaget skulle vilja ha ett formellt utvärderingssystem: ) Vilka problem finns 
det när det gäller att skapa ett utvärderingssystem? 
  Är det kostsamt? 
  Är problemen kunskapsrelaterade, dvs är det svårt att veta hur ni ska göra? 
  Finns tillräcklig information för hur ett system skulle kunna utformas? 
  Känns det onödigt att ha ett system? (Kanske pga alla assignments är olika?) 

 
Hur skulle Du önska att ett utvärderingsprogram såg ut?  
  Hur skulle ni gå till väga?  
  Vilka mål skulle utvärderas? 
  Vilka kriterier skulle användas? (Hard och Soft [förklara dessa])  
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  Skulle utvärderingen se olika ut eller skulle den vara lika för alla 
utlandsstationerade? 
  Till vilken grad och hur skulle den anpassas? Dvs skulle den vara mer statisk 
eller dynamisk? Varför? Ge exempel? Vad är för- och nackdelar med detta? 
 
Vad skulle ni använda utvärderingarna till? 

Effektivisering för att nå målen med utlandsstationeringen? 
Feedback till den utlandsstationerade? 
Bedöma personalen eller bedöma strategin (expatriation)? 

 
Med andra ord, använder ni utvärderingarna främst med tanke på den utlandsstationerade eller 
för hela expat-programmet?  

T ex för att vidareutveckla ert program eller för att se hur själva individen 
 “skött” sitt uppdrag? 
 
 
OM INFORMELL UTVÄRDERING SKER:  
 
Hur kan en informell utvärdering te sig? Ge exempel. 
 T ex har repatriaten informella samtal med chefer, mentorer eller kollegor? Eller 
cheferna mellan sig hur repatriaten skött sig eller hur det gått med uppdraget?  
 
Vilka är fördelarna med informella utvärderingssystem? 
Vilka är nackdelarna? 
 
FRAMTIDA UTVÄRDERINGSSÄTT? 
 
Vad fattas i dagens utvärderingsprocesser? 
 
Vilka är de största problemen? 
 
Vad är från Ert företags perspektiv viktigast att tänka på när man utformar / uppdaterar ett 
utvärderingssystem? 
 
Vilken balans mellan formell och informell utvärdering bör finnas? 
När bör respektive tillvägagångssätt användas? 

Bör vissa utvärderas formellt och andra informellt? 
 
Hur ofta bör utvärdering ske? Beror det på målen? För- och nackdelar? Exempel? 
 
Hur bör målen formuleras i relation till företagets övergripande mål med expat-processen / i 
allmänhet? 
 
Bör den utlandsstationerade informeras om utvärderingsprocessen i förväg? Hur? Hur bör 
målen klargöras? 
 
Vem/vilka bör utvärdera den utlandsstationerade eller utlandsuppdraget? Varför? Vad passar 
Ert företag? 
 T ex chefer, andra expats / f. d. expats, kontakter (t ex leverantörer), lokala 
kollegor, flera olika? 
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I vilka avseenden är objektiva finansiella mått (sk hard criteria) lämpliga? Exempel? 
I vilka avseenden är andra, mer subjektiva mått (sk soft criteria) lämpliga? Exempel? 
 
Hur flexibel bör en utvärderingsmall vara med tanke på utlandsstationerades unika 
situationer? 
 
I vilka situationer eller i vilken utsträckning bör det tas mer eller mindre hänsyn till kulturell 
och geografisk kontext?   

Kan t ex alla i samma land utvärderas efter samma modell? 
 T ex om uppdragstagaren står inför sitt första utlandsuppdrag? 
 
Är skriftlig eller muntlig utvärdering att föredra?  

Eller båda? I vilken kombination?  
Varför?  
Vad finns det för fördelar och nackdelar med respektive/ en kombination? 

 
Vill Du tillägga något?  
Finns det något material du tror vi skulle kunna ha nytta av?  
 

• Kan vi maila/ringa med följdfrågor eller om något behöver förtydligas eller förklaras i 
efterhand? 

• Ni får självklart ta del av uppsatsen innan den publiceras 9 jan. 
 

Tack! 
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Appendix II 

Interview guide  
 
 

• We start by telling our purpose with the essay 
 
Do you wish to be anonymous? Your name and/or your company’s name? Working title? 
Working area? 
 
During the interview you have the possibility of changing your mind, rephrase or clarify your 
answers.  
You are also free to let us know if there is anything you said that you don’t want us to use in 
the essay, and we will respect that. 
Some of the questions relate to each other which can result in the answers being a bit 
repetitive.  
Feel free to interrupt us or let us know if a question is formulated strangely or if it feels out of 
the context. 
Feel free to add information if You feel we have neglected some aspects in our questions. 
If you want to call off the interview or take a pause, just let us know 
 
 
THE COMPANY AND THE RESPONDENT 
 
Present the company shortly. 
 
Tell us about the company's international business operations.  
 
Tell us about your position, what is your job? What is your background? 
 
EXPATS – what, why? 
 
Tell us about your expat program. How many expats do you have? Where in the world are 
they? For how long have you used expats? On average, how long are they away? 
 
What does the process look like regarding the expats? Are there any typical examples? 
 
How do you look at your international assignment?  

Is it a necessity? 
Is it a means for competition? 
If it is an important strategy, why? 
How does the strategy of using expatriates relate to the company’s general 

vision/goal? 
 
What is the company's goal with using expatriates?  

That the person should grow in the position? 
To simplify the knowledge transfer between different units? 
To spread the company culture? 
Fill the position when no appropriate candidate is to find in the host country? 
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Are there any other reasons? 
 

• Are there specific goals formulated for the international assignment before hand?  
Are these related to the company’s business idea, business plan, HR-strategies? How? 

 
What happens when an expatriate comes home? 
 
How do you determine whether the assignment was successful?   
 
Is there any kind of formal evaluation of the expatriate or the assignment that take place? 
(Yes/No) 
 
Is there any kind of informal evaluation that take place? (Yes/No) 
 
Is there any kind of evaluation taking place what so ever? (Yes/No) 
 
 
IF EVALUATION TAKE PLACE: 
 
Do you have any specific methods to evaluate your expatriates?  

How do you proceed?  
 
 What is it that you measure/evaluate? 
 Profitability of the mission? 
 The development of the expatriate?  
 How the expatriate’s new knowledge is of benefit for the company? 
 How knowledge transfer is facilitated?  
 Contacts/networks gained? 
 Other valuable experience for the organization?  
 A combination? 
 From the companys point of view as a whole or on individual or project level? 
 
Do you compare pros and cons when hiring an expatriate instead of a local employee? 
 
How often do you evaluate? 
 Regularly or not? 
 
Who makes the evaluation of the expatriate? 

Who is directly or indirectly involved? 
  Is this ideal? 
 Are there any problems with this? 
 
Who is the expatriate compared to (indirectly or directly) when being evaluated?  

Colleagues in the home organization/ other expatriates/ others in the host 
country... 
 
When you are making an evaluation, is it different regarding the context?  

For example, depending on who is being evaluated, which country the person is 
in or in what position etc.  
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Does the evaluation take place formally or informally?  
Or both? 

”How” formally is it? Could You give an example? 
 
Who (if any) can see the results of the evaluation? 
 Why them? 
 Pros/cons 
 
Has the company had any other formal or informal evaluation processes before? 
 Why don’t you use them anymore? 
 What was problematic about the old ones? 
 
 
IF FORMAL EVALUATION TAKES PLACE: 
 
How does the evaluation take place? 
 Which measurements are used? 
 Are they fair and reliable according to you? 
 
Which are the pros and cons with formal evaluation systems? 
 Are there any problems? 
  
How are the evaluations used by the company? Does the results lead to any changes? 
 
Who can see the results of the evaluations? 
 
From the expatriates point of view, what are the evaluations used for? 
Do you for example base salary reviews/bonuses/new positions on the evaluation?  
 
 
IF THERE ARE NO FORMAL EVALUATION (OR IF THERE IS NO EVALUATION 
AT ALL):  
 
What are the reasons for not having a (formal) evaluation system?  

Is it necessary to have one? 
Do you know of any evaluation methods that would be appropriate? 
 

What are the problems of not having a (formal) evaluation process? 
 
Are you planning to incorporate some kind of standardised evaluation method?  
Why/Why not? 
 
(Given that the company wants a formal evaluation system: ) Which are the problems that 
occur when it comes to creating an evaluation system? 
  Is it costly? 
  Are the problems related to knowledge, that is, if it is hard to know how to do it? 
  Do you have enough information to be able to develop a system? 
  Do you feel that it is unnecessary to have an evaluation system? (Perhaps 
because all the assignments are different?) 
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How would you want an evaluation system to be constructed? 
  How would you go about doing it?  
   Which goals should be evaluated? 
  Which criteria should be used? (Hard and Soft [explain these])  
  Should the evaluation be different or alike for all expatriates? 
  To what degree and how could it be adapted? I.e. would it be more static or 
more dynamic? Why? Give examples? What are pros and cons with this? 
 
What would you use the evaluations for? 

To reach the goals of the assignment more efficiently? 
To give feedback to the expatriate? 
To assess the staff or to assess the strategy (of the expatriation)? 

 
In other words, do you use your evaluations mainly with the expatriate in mind or for the 
whole expatriation process?  

For example to elaborate your program or to see how the individual has 
managed his assignment? 
 
 
IF INFORMAL EVALUATION TAKE PLACE:  
 
How can an informal evaluation take place? Give an example. 
 For example, do the repatriate have informal dialogues with managers, mentors 
or colleagues? Or do the managers talk between themselves on how the repatriate has 
managed or how the assignment has gone?  
 
What are the pros of  informal evaluation systems? 
What are the cons? 
 
FUTURE EVALUATION SYSTEMS? 
 
What is missing in today’s evaluation processes? 
 
Which are the biggest problems? 
 
What is from your company’s point of view the most important thing to think about when 
developing an evaluation system? 
 
What balance of formal and informal evaluation should there be? 
When should you use the respective approach? 

Should some be evaluated formally and others informally? 
 
How often should evaluation take place? Is that depending on the goals? Pros and cons? 
Examples? 
 
How should the goals be formulated in relation to the company’s overall goals with 
expatriates/ in general? 
 
Should the expatriate be informed of the evaluation process before hand? How should the 
goals be clarified? 
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Who should evaluate the expatriate or the international assignment? Why? What would fit 
your company? 
 For example, managers, other expatriates / former expatriates, contacts (such as 
suppliers), local colleagues, several different? 
 
In what areas are objective financial measurements (so called hard criteria) appropriate? Give 
examples?  
In what areas are other, more subjective measurements (so called soft criteria) appropriate? 
Give example? 
 
How flexible should an evaluation be keeping in mind the expatriate’s unique situation? 
 
In what situations or to what extent should you consider cultural or geographical context? 

Can for example all in the same country be evaluated the same way? 
 If for example, the expatriate is on his/hers first assignment? 
 
Is written or oral evaluation preferred?  

Or both? In what combination?  
Why?  
What are the pros and cons with written, oral or a combination? 

 
Would you like to add something?  
Are there any material that you believe could be of use to us?  
 

• Can we e-mail/call if we have any further questions or if there is something that needs 
to be clarified or explained retrospectively? 

• You can of course read the essay before publication the 9th of January. 
 
 

Thank you! 
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Appendix III 

1. Vilken är din position nu på SKF och vilken var det när du hade hand om expat-frågor? 

(Jobbtitel och kort vad jobbet innebär.) Har du tidigare erfarenhet av att jobba med 

international assignments på andra företag?  

 

2. Genom vem/vilka/vilken enhet sker kontakten med hemorganisationen för en 

utlandsstationerad? (T ex vem vänder de sig till om det uppstår problem.)  

 

3. Hur förbereds en anställd inför ett utlandsuppdrag? (T ex hålls samtal, sker interkulturell 

träning, språkkurser?)  

 

4. Sker någon typ av formell uppföljning av utlandsstationerade medan uppdraget pågår? (T 

ex någon typ av årligt "utvecklingssamtal", briefing, enkäter ang ifall de är nöjda med 

expatprocessen eller något sådant.).  

 

5. Sker någon typ av informell uppföljning medan uppdraget pågår? (T ex kontinuerlig dialog, 

eller om de t ex hör av sig när de har frågor).  

 

6. Vad händer när en anställd återvänder efter ett utlandsuppdrag? (T ex om man har samtal 

eller enkäter om hur processen fungerat, om man får ha en presentation för kollegor om sina 

erfarenheter eller dylikt).  

 

7. Har ni någon kontakt med medföljande make/maka? Hur? (Före, under och efter 

utlandsstationeringen)  

 

8. Finns det några generella problem eller svårigheter när det gäller uppföljning av 

utlandsstationerade?  

 

9. Har du några förslag på hur kontakten med utlandsstationerade kan förbättras? (T ex bör 

uppföljning ske mer formellt eller mer informellt eller är det bra som det är)  

 

10. Vill du tillägga något som du tror kan vara nyttigt för oss att veta?  
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Appendix IV 

1. What is your position at SKF now and which position did you have when you were in 

charge of the expatriates? (Working title and in short what the job is about.) Do you have 

previous experience of working with international assignments at other companies?  

 

2. Through who or which unit is the connection with the home organization for an expatriate? 

(For example who they turn to if any problems arise.)  

 

3. How is an employee prepared for an international assignment? (Do you for example have a 

briefing, intercultural training or language courses?)  

 

4. Is there any kind of formal follow-up of the expatriate during the assignment? (For example 

some kind of annual appraisal, briefing, survey about their satisfaction with the expatriate 

process or something like that.) 

 

5. Is there any kind of informal follow-up during the assignment? (For example a continuous 

dialogue or if they stay in touch if they have any questions.)  

 

6. What happens when an expatriate returns after an international assignment? (For example if 

you have a debriefing, a survey about how the process has worked, if you get to have a 

presentation for co-workers about the experience etc.) 

 

7. Do you have any contact with the accompanying spouse? How? (Before, during and after 

the international assignment)  

 

8. Are there any general problems or difficulties regarding the follow-up/evaluation of the 

expatriates?  

 

9. Do you have any suggestions on how the contact with the expatriates can improve? (For 

example should the follow-up be more formal or more informal or is it fine the way it is?)  

 

10. Would you like to add something that you think would be good for us to know?  


